
Regarding the image "from one darkroom to another . . . " 
  
Making photographs, thinking about what I make and speculating about why I do it is an integral part of my 
life. I have  regularly made images and portfolios that are concerned with this, both as literal depictions of 
my workplace and as images about the places and processes that I use for image making. - This is an 
ongoing learning process, but I will try to be as clear  as I can . Here goes: 
  
'  from one darkroom  to another , where light is the metaphor for information and fear  ...."   - my darkroom 
on Bank  street has been replaced by a workplace at home " 
  
My long title refers to Marshall McLuhan's  book, "Understanding Media: the extensions of man"  and some 
of my personal concerns as a  producer of art and photographic culture. 
  
In 1964, Mcluhan said that: " the electric light is pure information. It is a medium without a message , as it 
were, unless it is used to spell out an ad or a name. This fact, characteristic of all media, means that the 
'content' of any medium is always another medium.'" CH 1 Understanding Media, and in ch 20 he proposed 
that : " photography is a brothel with no walls "  
  
His book helped me form my initial concepts of global culture. The idea of  light as metaphor for the nature 
of information  and how the photograph was its agent - for better or worse - fascinated me and spoke to my 
interest in photography. That book puzzled and influenced me  more than any other art book I read. I am still 
astounded by the relevance and prescience of his words in todays world of blister packed digital cameras , 
pornographic moblogs and all.  
  
There are so many images being generated now that  photography has become debased by its cheapness, 
ease of production and demateriality. We are neck deep in pictures - and I am genuinely concerned that all 
these images could drown us and do real damage - The new  photography comes to us on a telephone, or 
through the wireless aether and it is changing the world and how we see it. The first images published of 
Theo van Gogh's corpse were made with a cell phone, the course of the war in Iraq was changed with a 
cheap digicam, and the events of 911 were first told with the images tourists made  .  
  
At present, as a medium of cultural exchange the photograph and the photographer's role is being redefined. 
Currently, 19th century vintage conceptions of the photographer as the faithful witness who stood on a 
specific site in place and time still exist alongside 21st century practices that see the camera's output 
deployed on networks disconnected from any physical place or demonstrable truth. Although everyone 
knows it is unsupportable, the belief in photographic truth is paradoxically still here  - just displaced -  
towards the institution/al as author.  Even though we all hate snoops, we generally accept the reassurances 
and safety that anonymous surveillance imagery provides for us (in the hands of the right intentioned people 
;-) and hate it when it is a private initiative.  Today, the private photograph taken in a public place is 
becoming a quasi moral issue subject to legislation and entrepreneurial exploitation . Photographs are really 
now information commodities , and their creators – the photographers - are loose cannons that can fire data  
into the decontextualized sea of the internet. I think that today, photographs that are 'social' in some form 
are seen - legislatively and institutionally  - as potentially corrosive substances  that need to be managed . 
There are now many constraints on where it is permissible to photograph that did not exist 20 years ago. 
  
As an artist, I see myself as part of a niche ecology/economy subject to greater forces of visual culture.  My 
home/studio and darkroom is a portal where light enters and then it leaves as something else - usually as 
information but I make quite a few paper  prints too.. How different from painting this is, and how appropriate 
McLuhan's words were and still are for me. 
  
 I just love it. 
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